U7 CIVILIZATION
MAPPING ACTIVITY

Primary Activity — identify the first agrarian civilizations.
Tools you will need:
U16 Human Civilization map template
Agrarian Civilizations by Cynthia Stokes Brown and Craig Benjamin
Independent research
Instructions:
1.   Start by reading the Agrarian Civilizations Introduction by Cynthia Stokes Brown. Read some or
all of the related civilization articles. Then research additional ancient cultures on your own.
2.  As you conduct your research, consider the reasons why, when, and where certain civilizations
emerged. What environmental factors were important? What other factors proved critical to the
stability and development of the societies you are focusing on?
3.  Use the symbols provided in the map legend and additional markings of your own to illustrate the
blank map with relevant geographic features, events, and actual sites of early civilizations you’ve
identified. Mark the following on your map:
o   Rivers
o   Mountains
o   Human habitation (use multiple huts to demonstrate population density if you want)
o   Farming
o   Collapse
4.  As you complete your drawing, you may find that there are large areas of the world without
civilizations. Are there reasons for this? Try explaining why civilizations emerged in some places but
not in others. Are there certain areas of the world about which it is more difficult to find reliable
information?

  

  

U7 CIVILIZATION
MAPPING ACTIVITY

Secondary Activity — what is the future of farming?
Tools you will need:
U16 Human Migration map template, a blank copy
USDA World Soil Resources Maps:
http://soils.usda.gov/use/worldsoils/mapindex/
Instructions:
1.   Think about climate, soil, and farming suitability in various geographic areas today and consider how
these factors will continue to affect population and land use.
2.  Using what you’ve learned in this big history course and your own knowledge or experiences, draw
your view of the future of farming 50 years from now.
o   Add relevant geographic features to the blank map.
o   Mark or shade specific climate or soil characteristics that you think are important.
o   What areas of Earth are and will be used as farmland?
o   How might populations shift?
o   Note any specific areas of collapse you envision occurring.
3.  Write one or two paragraphs describing the scenario you’ve drawn on the map. Explain your thinking
and include any relative timelines, world events, natural disasters, or other factors that have
impacted your thinking. Be prepared to elaborate on your future vision of farming in discussion with
your classmates.

  

MAP ACTIVITY

CIVILIZATION
CONFLICT
Site of war or violent conflict

COLLAPSE

MOUNTAINS
Mountainous area

AGRICULTURE

Area where humans redirected water

Source of a valuable commodity or resource

TRADE

Evidence of early humans or human ancestors

Route requiring navigation across a body of water

IRRIGATION

HOMININE SPECIES

WATER CROSSING

Site of disease, famine, or natural disasters

Site of sedentary living

Route used by explorers and traders

Area where humans practiced farming

HUMAN HABITATION

EXCHANGE ROUTE

